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Annotation 
A practical approach to managerial decision-making in a higher education institution (HE/) has been given in 

the article. The methodological basis of the study was the use of the modern economic science to study the ways to 
increase the management efficiency of the HE/ as a market entity. In the process of research, general scientific and 
special methods of cognition have been used. Methods of concretization, dialectical method, analysis, synthesis, 
abstraction are the basis for improving the practical approach to making managerial decisions in the HE/. Using 
the method of ascension, the algorithm of the process of making a managerial decision to ensure the effectiveness of 
the higher education institution functioning as a market entity has been formalized. The scientific novelty is the 
algorithm of managerial decision-making in terms of ensuring the efficiency of a HE/ from the standpoint of its 
financial and economic status and the level of a real autonomy. The article is intended to promote the development 
of a common view of the tasks of a modern university that is developing and striving to become an adaptive self
learning system effectively interacting with the external environment. It has been proved that taking into account 
indicators of the financial and economic status and the level of autonomy in decision-making is capable of ensuring 
the efficiency of managerial decisions and the development of HE/s in the market conditions and globalization 
processes in the development of the education system. The practical effect of the study is that the proposed 
algorithm for making managerial decisions allows us to assess their riskiness, as well as correct and timely adjust 
targeted facilities necessary to eliminate the factors of a negative impact on the activity of the HE/, taking into 
account management efficiency. 
Keywords: higher education institution, university management, managerial decision-making in HE/s, university 
autonomy, management efficiency. 

MopryJieUb O..:caua, liopoJiic Iuua 

UPHMH.H:TUI YUPABJIIHCbKHX PIUIEHb Y 3AKJIA,l1,1 BHIIJ,OI OCBITH: 
METO)(HqHI PEKOMEH)(AIJ.Ii 

Auoma~iR 
Y cmammi 3anponoHo6aHo Memoou•muu nioxio oo npuiiHRmiWl ynpaBJliHcbKUX piweHb y 3aK!laoi 6Ullloi" oc6imu 

(3BO). Memooo;wzi'IH0/0 6a3o/O oocRioJ~CeHHJl c11yzy6(JJIU HanpalJI06aHHJl cy'lacHoi" eKoHoMi'IHOi" HayKu UIOOo 
6U6'1eHHJl cnoco6i6 nio6UllleHHJl ecjJeKmU6Hocmi ynpaBJliHHJl 3BO JlK cy6 'cKma puHiry. Y npo!Jeci oocRioJ~CeHHJl 
6uKopucmaHo 3a2(JJlbHOHayKo6i ma cnel{i(JJlbHi Memoou ni3HaHHJl. Memoou KOHKpemU3a!Jii; oi(JJleKmU'IHuii Memoo, 
aH(JJli3, cuHme3, a6cmpacy6aHHJl noK!laoeHi 6 ocHo6y yoocKOH(JJleHHJl Memoou'IHozo nioxooy oo npuiiHRmiWl 
ynpaBJliHCbKUX piweHb y 3BO. 3a oonOMOi?0/0 Memooy CXOOJ/CeHHJl cjJopM(JJli306aHO (JJI20pUmM npo!Jecy npUUHJlmiWl 
ynpa6JliHCbK020 piUteHHJl UIOOO 3a6e3ne'leHHJl ecjJeKmU6HOcmi oiJlllbHOcmi 3aK!laoy 6UU10i" OC6imu JlK cy6 'cKma 
pUHKJl. HayKo6y H06U3HY npeocmaBJ/Jlc (JJI2opumM npuiiHRmiWl ynpaBJliHCbKUX piweHb 6 'lacmuHi 3a6e3ne'leHHJl 
ecjJeKmU6HOcmi oiJlllbHOcmi 3BO 3 no3U!Jir uozo cjJiHaHC060-eKOHOMi'IH020 cmaHy ma pi6HJl pe(JJlbHOi" a6mOHOMii". 
CmamiWl npU36aHa cnpliJlmu po3p06l{i cnillbHOi?O no211Jloy Ha 3a6oaHHJl cy'lacHozo yHi6epcumemy, RKUU 
po36U6acmbcJl ma npazHe cmamu aoanmu6HO/O CaMOHa6'1(JJlbHO/O cucmeMo/0 ecjJeKmU6HO 63aCMooiiO'IO/O 3 
306HiUtHiM cepeoo6UllleM. /(o6eoeHo, UIO 6paxy6aHHJl noKa3HUKi6 cjJiHaHco6o-eKoHoMi'IH020 cmaHy ma pi6HJl 
a6mOHOMii" npu npuiiHRmmi piweHb cnpoMOJICHe 3a6e3ne'lumu ecjJeKmU6Hicmb ynpaBJliHCbKUX piweHb ma p036umoK 
3B0 6 YM06ax pUHK)l ma 2Jl06(JJli3al{iUHUX npol{eci6 y p036UmK)l cucmeMU OC6imu. JlpaKmU'ma ljiHHiCmb 
oocJZioJtCeHHJl noJZRzac e moMy, UJO 3anponoHoeaHuii aJl2opumM npuiiHRmmR ynpa6JliHCbKUX piUleHb 
00360JlJlC OljiHUmU lxHIO pU3UK06QHOCmi, Q maKOJIC npa6WlbHO i CBOC'lQCHO CKOpezyeamu lji.JlbOBi 
ycmaHOBKU, Heo6xioHi OJlJl lliKeioaljif cjJaKmopie HezamU6H020 BnJZUBY HQ oiJlJlbHiCmb 3BO 3 ypaxyeaHHJlM 
3a6e3ne'leHHJl ecjJeKmueHocmi ynpaeJZiHHJl. 
Kmo'loBi CJIOBa: 3aK!lao 6UU10i" oc6imu, ynpaBJliHHJl yHi6epcumemoM, npuiiHRmiWl ynpa6lliHCbKUX piweHb y 3BO, 
yHi6epcumemcbKa a6mOHOMiR, ecjJeKmU6Hicmb ynpaBJliHHJl. 

1. Problem formulation 
The level of economic development today requires higher education institutions to follow a number of rules for 

successful functioning in the market environment. This leads to the application of various methods for economic and 
financial assessment of their activities in making managerial decisions. In these circumstances, the timely 
identification of the signs that prove the degree of efficiency of the higher education institution's activity at a certain 
point in time, covering the most detailed and reliable information plays a vital role. These circumstances contribute 
to the search for new approaches to studying the state of the HEI's activities in the market of educational services 
and the application of methods for assessing analytical information [1]. 

The purpose of the study is to improve the process of making managerial decisions on increasing the efficiency 
of higher education institution in the market conditions and a real level of university autonomy. 

The works of both Ukrainian and foreign scholars, such as A. Asaul, A. Berets, R. Byrman, I. Bogachevska, 
D. Brown, Y. Varlanov, Yu. Wagner, L. Verbitska, M. Gladchenko, A. Grin, I. Gryshchenko [1-2], L. Draganchuk, 
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K. Dresinsky [3], D. Yevzrezov, D. Yefremenko, M. Zgurovsky, I. Kalenyuk, S. Kvit, B. Klark, V. Kremen, 
0. Kuzmina, A. Kuklin, V. Lugovy, J. Reilly, A. Reshetnyak [5], 0. Romanovsky, L. Turkoman [6], Yu. Chemaia 
[7] and others, are devoted to the issues of a higher education institution management, in particular its effectiveness 
in the market environment. The research of scientists is mostly devoted to the issues of logic, methodology and 
tools for analyzing the activities of the HEI. At the same time, the issue of methodology for analyzing the 
management efficiency indicators at the level of the HEI, which has its own characteristics both as a service 
provider and as a state institution, is not taken into account and remains uninvetigated. 

2. Research results 
Ensuring the efficiency of the educational sector functioning is determined by the fact that in the field of market 

relations, the activity of the HEI depends on a number of external and internal factors. The efficiency of the HEI is 
determined by how quickly it will orient itself in the system of market relations and objectively make the right 
decision about the development strategy, methods and tools that need to be used in implementing its new tasks. 

We believe that the best way to assess the effectiveness of the higher education institution managent in general 
and managerial decisions, in particular, is to analyze the state of its activities, which involves the collection of the 
necessary information about the HEI, taking into account the data on its economic activity in recent years, its scale, 
financial status, profitability, development prospects and assess the performance of the HEI. 

The issue of the analysis of the HEI management efficiency, especially in terms of a real autonomy, is relevant 
both for the educational institutions and for the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine. Higher education 
institutions seek to expand their activities, increase their scope and gain unique competitive advantages in the 
market of higher education. In order to achieve these goals and avoid undesirable effects of different forms of risks 
that may worsen the HEI efficiency, it is necessary to pursue an effective financial policy and, using methodological 
techniques of economic analysis, justify the possibilities of a HEI taking into account its strengths and weaknesses 
and determine the effectiveness of its operations under conditions of a real autonomy. 

Today, the situation has changed, especially with the adoption of the new laws on higher education. Now each 
educational institution must independently make managerial decisions, including financial ones, develop a strategy 
and determine the amount of resources, choose the most optimal forms of their attraction and analyze the economic 
efficiency of the implementation of the planned activities. 

This process is complicated by the fact that there is no single methodology that would allow to substantiate 
managerial decisions regarding the effectiveness of HEI's activities and predict all possible consequences. Lack of 
elaboration of this issue contributes to ineffective university policies concerning the implementation of their 
activities that leads to a deterioration of the financial and economic situation and provokes the growth in the number 
of educational institutions that operate inefficiently. 

We believe that the concerned parties in improving the HEI efficiency are both the management staff of the 
educational institution and, in fact, the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine. Therefore, the analysis of the 
HEI activity can be considered from the standpoint of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine, and also 
from the point of view of management efficiency at the university level (Fig. I). 

MANAGEMENT EFFICIENCY OF A HEI 

.. .. 
From ~ndpoint ofth~ Ministry of ~ion and From the standpoint of a HE/ 

Sctence Management efficiency: 
Rating Implementation Ensuring f---. Resources (comparative) of budget education quality r----. Processes assessment programs guarantee r---. Results 

I Estimation of indicative indices ofthe HEI management efficiency I 
The analysis based on the calculation of indicative indices is carried out in order to identifY the level 

of management efficiency and the sources ofthreat minimization in managerial decision-making 
with the aim to achieve a maximum possible effect 

Fig. 1. Approaches to the analysis of the management efficiency of a higher education institution 
Source: developed by the author 

Since our task is to investigate the internal aspects of the HEI functioning, it would be advisable to consider the 
analysis from the standpoint ofHEis in terms of management efficiency. 

One of the directions to improve the ways of ensuring the effectiveness of the HEI functioning in Ukraine is to 
develop advisory methods and standards for assessing the effectiveness of economic activities in different areas that 
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can be adapted to the particularities of the educational institution. 
It should be noted that with the expansion of autonomy and increasing opportunities concerning the scope of the 

HEI activity, the role of economic analysis of financial and economic activity, one of the tasks of which is a 
comprehensive and systematic study of the formation mechanism, and ensuring this activity (in the context of the 
analysis of indicative indices) with the aim to keep financial stability and safe operations of the university, which 
requires the necessity of studying practical provisions on the economic analysis. 

In assessing the potential results of decision-making, one should proceed from an analysis of alternative 
conditions, for example, make a decision without taking into account the factor of autonomy. We do not consider 
this option to be promising, since the level of autonomy of the HEI has a direct impact on the activity and 
development of HEis, and therefore on the effectiveness of a managerial decision. The easiest option to avoid all 
possible risks is an unconditional refusal to make decisions. This option is also considered unsuccessful, as it makes 
it impossible to increase the efficiency of the HEI functioning. The best, albeit most physically costly, option is to 
make decisions taking into account the performance indicators of the higher education institution and the real level 
of its autonomy. 

An algorithm is approximately formalized on the basis of the given alternative conditions for making managerial 
decisions, which substantiates the optimization of decision-making in order to increase the HEI efficiency (Fig. 2). 

The originality of the proposed algorithm is to take into account the alternative conditions for developing a 
solution to increase the HEI efficiency, as well as the fact that when choosing a solution, its consequences and 
opportunities to minimize their impact on the performance of a higher education institution are assessed. Such an 
algorithm for making managerial decisions allows us to assess their risk, as well as correct and timely adjust target 
facilities necessary to eliminate the factors of a negative impact on the HEI functioning taking into account the 
management efficiency. 

The activity of the HEI in the market of educational services is associated with the risk due to the fact that it 
operates in the environment characterized by complexity and dynamism. In addition, the management of the HEI is, 
above all, management based on constant innovations. And such a model of innovation development is risky, as it 
involves constant changes in the HEI activity and a desire to take a leading position in the market of educational 
services. In order to survive in the present, one needs to take risky, non-trivial management decisions, and this 
increases the risk. 

--------------, 
I I Managerial decision-making A voiding possible negative : Approval of a managerial 1 Search for an 
1 decision without the .,._ concerning the increase in the 

~ 
consequences because of a + alternative 

I analysis of autonomy and : HEI functioning efficiency refusal to make a managerial 

I 
decision .. managerial 

: possibilities of its 1 • _j 
decision 

1 implementation I Analysis of the HEI state considerinf the indicators that I I 
L-------------~ show its activity efficiency and I eve of a real autonomy + 

l + 
of the institution 

+ + 
Creation of reserves for Analysis of risks while implementing a solution I ensuring the efficiency of 

HEI activity • + 
Identification of the kinds of threats l 

+ + r-{ Assessment of the consequences of the effect of threats on the HEI activity 
efficiency -

r-----------------------
Making a decision concerning minimization of the risk I Implementation of managerial decisions I 

influence I considering potential risks I 
I -------------------------1 • • 

The use of reserves of HEI Submitting inquiries to the Ministry of Education and Science in 
autonomy terms of ensuring expansion of the HEI operations 

• 
I 

Admitting possible consequences of the planned decision 

I implementation by the HEI management 

~ + 

I Implementation of a managerial decision I 
Fig. 2. Algorithm of managerial decision-making concerning the higher education institution functioning efficiency 

Source: developed by the author 

The risk is uncertainty about possible losses on the way to the goal. The risk situation is usually accompanied by 
three conditions: the presence of uncertainty; th~ need to choose an alternative; impossibility of an accurate 
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assessment of the effects of alternatives. The external risk factors are the most dangerous for the successful 
functioning of the HEI, namely: the unfairness of business partners, corruption of state structures, political and 
financial instability, and limitation of the autonomy of educational institutions. Internal factors are also numerous 
and they affect the level of risk, the main of them are the following: the HEI strategy, principles of its activity, 
resources and their use, quality and level of marketing and management use. 

3. Conclusions 
Thus, the implementation of the algorithm of the process of making managerial decisions in terms of ensuring 

the effectiveness of HEis from the position of the market participant promotes alternative managerial decision
making and selection using the assessment of the level of autonomy of a higher education institution; estimation of 
probable risks in conditions of uncertainty; estimation of efficiency indicators considering the real state of 
autonomy. The need to take into account the level of autonomy in making decisions on improving the efficiency of a 
higher education institution has been proved, which allows to improve the quality and effectiveness of managerial 
decisions. 
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